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Jake LaMotta used to be named after a champion fighter, yet in recent years she's been feeling
overwhelmed down. The newspaper the place she works as a reporter will Boon not increase
her pay. She's bought a brand new editor to impress. She's having dizzy spells. Worst of all,
Jake and her husband cannot find the money for a home within the l. a. suburb of Waters End,
so they're caught with a dreary condominium and a Boon brutal commute. If purely they can
purchase their dream house, she's yes her difficulties could pass away. Homeownership could
validate her trust that onerous paintings and honesty get results. Her boss together with his
calls for for sensational tales would not irk her so much. Her marriage will be happier. yet there
is difficulty brewing within the old fashioned paradise of Waters End, too. builders are Boon
locked in a sour feud with anti-growth activists. Upscale householders are cautious of the
outdated farming households and migrant workers. And water wells have mysteriously run dry
simply over the hill - land that Waters finish leaders have their eyes on. With actual property the
sexiest tale in town, the hot editor pits Jake opposed to her coworkers in pursuit of massive
headlines to spice up readership. In a reckless try to see simply how some distance her boss is
keen to push moral boundaries, Jake pitches an investigative tale she understands is false.
stuck in her personal lie, she pursues the tale in simple terms to turn into mired within the murky
global of small-town politics. while her inquiries tangle her up Boon in a real scandal, Boon Jake
is compelled to select from her dream condominium and fi ghting for what she believes in. the
hunt for fact and sq. pictures exacts a steep rate in TJ Sullivan's witty, suspense-filled debut
novel.
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